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High School US/VA History and US/VA Government
Objectives: Students will be able to: 

 f  analyze, interpret, and synthesize evidence from primary and secondary resources;

 f  use, create, and interpret charts, graphs, diagrams, and pictures to determine characteristics of people, places, and 
events;

 f  recognize direct cause-and-effect relationships; 

 f  compare and contrast ideas and perspectives;

 f  use evidence to draw conclusions and make generalizations; and

 f  access a variety of media, including online resources.

Standards
Virginia: VUS.5a Weaknesses in the Articles of Confederation and How the Bill of Rights Was 

Influenced by the Virginia Declaration of Rights and the Virginia Statute for 
Religious Freedom

VUS.5b Compromises of the Constitution

VUS.5c Federalists and Anti-Federalists

GOVT.4a Ratification Debates

GOVT.4c, 4d, 7b Fundamental Principles Upon Which the U.S. Constitution is Based; Organization 
of the National Government; Checks & Balances and Separation of Powers

National: NSS-C.5-8.3 Principles of Democracy

NSS-USH.5-12.3 Era 3 Revolution & the New Nation (1754-1820s)

Approx. Time: Three 90 minute blocks or six 45 minute blocks

HOOK: Ask students to raise their hands if they think their parents are way too strict. Ask a few to share some of their 
experiences and ask them how they feel about their parents being so strict. What would they like to see change? Now 
ask students to raise their hands if they think their parents should be stricter. You may get a few—if so have them 
share like the other students and ask them how they feel about their parents giving them too much freedom/not 
paying enough attention to them. If no students admit their parents should be more strict, take a second to talk about 
what might happen if kids had too much freedom to do whatever they wanted.

Next, explain to them that this is what happened to America when we were deciding to create our first government 
after getting our independence from England. The king often abused the colonists and gave them little freedom and 
power to govern themselves. The result was the colonies revolted and gained independence. Because of that experi-
ence, when the colonists created their first government, they made sure it wasn’t so powerful as to be abusive. In the 
first government, the colonists gave the states and people more power than the federal government. However, it was 
so weak that the United States soon found itself not so united, in debt, and coming apart.
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WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO:

1. Students will learn about the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation and predict the problems 
created by these weaknesses. [While they are doing this, have them keep in mind what the creators of 
the Articles of Confederation were thinking when the Articles were created.]

2. Students will next

a. describe the three major compromises of the constitutional convention;

b. identify what interests were being balanced by those compromises;

c. explain why compromise is necessary in a democracy; and

d. judge which of the compromises that were made were not so good.

3. Students will be introduced to the fundamental principles of the Constitution, and then

a. identify the three branches of government, 

b. identify the make-up of each branch of government, and 

c. identify the constitutional checks among the three branches.

4. Students will then 

a. create a list of differences between the Federalists and Anti-Federalists,

b. identify prominent people who were Federalist and Anti-Federalists,

c. read primary source documents from The Federalist papers and a speech from John Marshall, and then

d. identify or outline what makes them Federalists.

5. Students will interpret primary source documents to identify the influences of the Bill of Rights.

6. Lastly, as a post-assessment, students will identify sections of the Constitution which represent either 
fixes to the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation or competing interests being balanced. 

 ❙ PREVIEW: Show students the Justice in the Classroom Chapter Two video clip to preview what will be learned in the 
lessons (Approx. 8 minutes). 
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Weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation
Head Scratcher: How did America’s pre-Revolutionary relationship with Great Britain influence the structure of the 
first national government? In other words, how did America’s experience with an abusive king who had too much 
power affect how we created our own government?

In the chart below, create a picture or symbol for the weakness and then predict what problems you think it might lead to. 

ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION (OUR FIRST ATTEMPT AT GOVERNMENT)

WEAKNESS SYMBOL PROBLEM

Congress had no power to tax.

Congress could not  
regulate commerce

No common currency

Each state had one vote 
regardless of size

No executive branch

No judicial branch

All of this adds up to the Articles of Confederation being WEAK!
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The Constitution: A Bundle of Compromises
“You can’t always get what you want, but sometimes, you just might find, you get what you need.”– The Rolling Stones

Going into the constitutional convention there were many different and competing interests that needed to be bal-
anced. Interests like: 

 f large states vs. small states; 

 f northern manufacturing vs. southern slave-based economy; and 

 f strong federal government vs. states wielding more power. 

The only way to balance these interests was to compromise or “meet in the middle.”

Using the website listed below or your text book, describe the three major compromises of the Constitution and iden-
tify the interests being balanced. 

 ❙ More: http://goo.gl/NwMCdL *

COMPROMISE INTEREST BEING BALANCED

1

Connecticut Compromise (The Great Compromise)

2

3/5th Compromise

3

Slave Trade Compromise
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“Compromise is good, but not ALL compromises are good.” 

In the space below, answer the following:

1. Explain why compromise is necessary for democracy. 

              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              

2. Discuss which of these three compromises is not good and why.
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KEY PRINCIPLES OF THE CONSTITUTION
The founding fathers designed the Constitution to be much stronger than the Articles of Confederation but no too 
strong like the king. To do this, they included concepts like federalism, separation of powers, and checks and balances.

FEDERALISM is dividing power TOP TO BOTTOM

FEDERALISM = NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
STATE GOVERNMENT

SEPARATION OF POWERS is dividing power SIDE TO SIDE

 
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

 
EXECUTIVE BRANCH

 
JUDICIAL BRANCH

1. Give an example of (i) a power that is ONLY given to the federal government, (ii) a power that is ONLY 
given to the States, and (iii) a power that they BOTH share. These powers would be associated with 
federalism.  

               
               
               
               
              

2.  Identify what powers are given to the legislative, executive, and judicial branches. These powers 
would be associated with separation of powers 
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Key Principles Of The Constitution

CHECKS & BALANCES
1. First, color each branch of government a different color.

2. Then color the arrow going FROM that branch the SAME color.

3. Next, using this website or a text book, fill in WHO the branch represents. https://goo.gl/8jfO6V *

4. Write one check on the arrow from the branch that is doing the checking to the other branch.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH
ARTICLE II

 
"ENFORCES LAWS"

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
ARTICLE I

 
"MAKES LAWS"

JUDICIAL BRANCH
ARTICLE III

 
"INTERPRETS LAWS"

The President  
can veto bills  
of Congress

WHO:

WHO: WHO:

Name               Date    
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To Ratify or Not To Ratify; That Is The Question!
As amazing as the Constitution is, not everyone agreed that it was the best form of government for America. Two 
opposing sides developed: The Federalists, who supported ratification (formal approval) of the Constitution, and 
the Anti-Federalists, who opposed ratification. So, on what did they disagree?

Watch the video listed below and write in the chart the differences between the Federalists and Anti-Federalists. 
Pause the video, as needed, so you have time to read it! You may also use your text book to find the issues that divided 
these two groups.

 ❙ Video: https://youtu.be/OzdCMgR-rfw *

FEDERALISTS  ANTI-FEDERALISTS

John Marshall—convinces the Virginia Ratifying 
Convention to support the Constitution
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To Ratify or Not To Ratify; That Is The Question!
For the Constitution to be ratified, or formally approved, nine of thirteen states needed to approve it. Many Federalists 
wrote papers and gave speeches to convince states to ratify the Constitution.

The Federalist Papers were a series of essays supporting the adoption of the Constitution. Read the following quote by 
James Madison, one of the authors of The Federalist Papers, who wrote in Federalist #51:

“It may be a reflection on human nature, that such devices [checks and balances] should be necessary to control the 
abuses of government. But what is government itself, but the greatest of all reflections on human nature? If men were 
angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal controls on gov-
ernment would be necessary. In framing a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty 
lies in this: you must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next place oblige it to control itself.”

1. What does Madison mean by “If men were angels, no government would be necessary?”

             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

2. How does “you must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next place oblige 
it to control itself” reflect the principle of checks & balances?
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Virginian John Marshall gave a speech at the Virginia Ratifying  
Convention 1788 and said:
“MR. CHAIRMAN, 1 I conceive that the object of the discussion now before us is whether democracy or despotism be 
most eligible. I am sure that those who framed the system submitted to our investigation, and those who now support 
it, intend the establishment and security of the former. The supporters of the Constitution claim the title of being firm 
friends of the liberty and the rights of mankind. They say that they consider it as the best means of protecting liberty. 
We, sir, idolize democracy. Those who oppose it have bestowed eulogiums on monarchy. We prefer this system to any 
monarchy because we are convinced that it has a greater tendency to secure our liberty and promote our happiness. 
We admire it because we think it a well-regulated democracy: it is recommended to the good people of this country: 
they are, through us, to declare whether it be such a plan of government as will establish and secure their freedom.”

1. What title do the supporters of the Constitution claim?

             
             
             
             
             
             

2. Why does Marshall prefer this system (the Constitution) to monarchy?

             
             
             
             
             
             

3. Is Marshall a Federalist or Anti-Federalist? Justify your answer!
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Influences of the Bill of Rights
Students will use primary source documents or excerpts from documents to identify the influences of the Bill of 
Rights. The documents being interpreted are

 f the Virginia Declaration of Rights, 

 f the Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom, and

 f the US Constitution.

Struggling Students: Allow these students to use the excerpts to help facilitate their focus on the passages they 
need to interpret. Also have them work in pairs or small groups. Provide as much guidance as possible.

Advanced Learners: Allow these students to use the links listed on the Technology handout for the primary source 
documents to find the passages they need to identify as direct influences on the Constitution. If time is an issue, they 
may also work in pairs or small groups to find the information and to discuss meanings of passages.

Post Assessment: One Plus One Equal Ten: Students will see how the Virginia Declaration of Rights and the Virginia 
Statute for Religious Freedom influenced the Bill of Rights by matching sections of these documents to the corre-
sponding amendments in the Bill of Rights.

Technology: Links to primary documents:

 ❙ Virginia Declaration of Rights: http://www.history.org/almanack/life/politics/varights.cfm

 ❙ Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom:  
https://www.monticello.org/site/research-and-collections/virginia-statute-religious-freedom 

 ❙ John Marshall’s On the Federal Constitution at the Virginia Ratifying Convention:  
http://www.bartleby.com/268/8/21.html

 ❙ US Constitution: http://constitution.findlaw.com/
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Influences of the Bill of Rights
Remember the Anti-Federalists would agree to ratify the Constitution if a national bill of rights was added. So, who 
would be chosen to create this “Bill of Rights?” Chosen was none other than the “Father of the Constitution” himself, 
James Madison. To draft this Bill of Rights, Madison relied on two documents with which he was familiar because they 
were created by his fellow Virginians - George Mason and Thomas Jefferson.

Using the handouts of these primary documents, web links below, or a text book complete the following:

1. Virginia Declaration of Rights: (George Mason)  https://goo.gl/UrMZHJ *

Looking at the excerpts from the Virginia Declaration of Rights and the Bill of Rights in the Constitution (first ten 
amendments), identify the idea that is similar.

a. Virginia Declaration of Rights: Section 8 

Bill of Rights: 5th Amendment :           

Bill of Rights: 6th Amendment:          

b. Section 9: 8th Amendment:          

c. Section 10: 4th Amendment:          

d. Section 11: 6th Amendment:          

e. Section 12: 1st Amendment:          

f. Section 13: 2nd Amendment:          

g. Section 16: 1st Amendment:          

2. The Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom (Thomas Jefferson): Read the excerpt from the Virginia 
Statute for Religious Freedom and explain how it is found in the First Amendment. 

 ❙ https://goo.gl/O9EOmx
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Influences of the Bill of Rights: ONE PLUS ONE EQUALS TEN!
Using the information from your Influences of the Bill of Rights handout, Virginia Declaration of Rights and the Virginia 
Statute for Religious Freedom, draw a line to the amendment in the first ten amendments (the Bill of Rights) that 
matches the idea in the source document. You should see how the two documents equal the Bill of Rights! Use a dif-
ferent color (8) for each section of document.

ONE: Virginia Declaration of Rights

Section 8

Section 9

Section 10

Section 11

Section 12

Section 13

Section 16

ONE: Virginia Statute for  
Religious Freedom

“no man shall be compelled to 
frequent or support any religious 

worship, place, or ministry 
whatsoever, nor shall be enforced, 

restrained, molested, or burthened in 
his body or goods, nor shall otherwise 

suffer, on account of his religious 
opinions or belief; but that all men 

shall be free to profess, and by 
argument to maintain, their opinions 

in matters of religion”

TEN: The Bill of Rights 
(First Ten Amendments)

1st Amendment Freedom of speech, press, 
petition, assembly, religion

2nd Amendment Right to bear arms/well-
regulated militia

4th Amendment No illegal searches & seizures 
(without a warrant)

5th Amendment Do not have to testify against 
yourself

6th Amendment Right to a speedy trial, must be 
informed of the accusation, must 
be allowed witnesses, right to 
counsel (lawyer)

7th Amendment Trial by jury

8th Amendment No cruel or unusual punishment, 
no excessive fines or bail

+ =
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Unit Post Assessment: Constitutional Fixes Chart
Hand out the Constitutional Fixes chart and provide students with a Constitution (web link, textbook, or pocket Con-
stitution). Have them find 

 f evidence in the Constitution correcting a weakness of the Articles of Confederation, 

 f compromises to correct a weakness in the Articles/gain support for the Constitution, 

 f compromises to satisfy competing interests, or 

 f one of the principles of the Constitution.

You may want to allow students to work in pairs to find the evidence in the Constitution. They may need a little guid-
ance to find it.

Advanced Learners: Blank out more of the categories depending on their ability. If they are fairly strong, blank out 
the “Principles of the Constitution” answers and have them identify what principle the fix represents. If they are very 
strong, you may blank out the “Where in the Constitution” answers and have them look through the entire Constitu-
tion to find the fixes. This is much more difficult and will take some time and perhaps some guidance.
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Issues and Competing 
Interests at the 

Constitutional Convention
Constitutional Fix Where in  

the Constitution

What Principle of the 
Constitution is represented 

here Federalism and/or 
Separation of Powers

1 AOC: Weak National 
Government  Articles 1, 2, and 3                    Separation of Powers

2 AOC: No Power to Tax
Article 1 Section 7: Article 
1 Section 8 Clause 1: 16th 

Amendment

Federalism and 
Separation of Powers 

3 AOC: No Power to  
Regulate Commerce Article 1 Section 8 Clause 3: Federalism

4 AOC: No Common 
Currency

Article 1 Section 8  
Clause 5: Article 1  

Section 10 Clause 1:

Federalism and 
Separation of Powers

5 AOC: Each State has one  
vote regardless of size Art. 1 Sec. 2 & Art. 1 Sec 3 Federalism

6 AOC: Provided for no 
Executive Branch Article 2 Separation of Powers

7 AOC: Provided for  
no Judicial Branch

Article 3 & Article 3 
Section 1

Separation of Powers

8 3/5 Compromise
Article 1 Section 2  

Clause 3
Federalism

9 Competing interests  
of Federal versus States

Article V  
10th Amendment, Article 

VI Supremacy Clause

Federalism, Limited 
Government

10  Powers not Granted to 
the Federal Government

Bill of Rights, 10th 
Amendment

Federalism, Limited 
Government

11 Need to Balance  
Power between Branches  Articles 1, 2, and 3 Checks & Balances, 

Limited Government

Name               Date    
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TEACHER K
EY

Issues and Competing 
Interests at the 

Constitutional Convention
Constitutional Fix Where in  

the Constitution

What Principle of the 
Constitution is represented 

here Federalism and/or 
Separation of Powers

1 AOC: Weak National 
Government

Creation of legislative, executive,  
and judicial branches  Articles 1, 2, and 3                    Separation of Powers

2 AOC: No Power to Tax

All bills of revenue originate in the 
House; Congress shall have the  

power to lay and collect taxes; creation 
of the income tax

Article 1 Section 7: Article 
1 Section 8 Clause 1: 16th 

Amendment

Federalism and 
Separation of Powers 

3 AOC: No Power to  
Regulate Commerce

Congress has power to regulate 
commerce with foreign nations  

and among the several states and  
with the Indian Tribes

Article 1 Section 8 Clause 3: Federalism

4 AOC: No Common 
Currency

Congress has the power to coin money; 
No State shall coin money

Article 1 Section 8  
Clause 5: Article 1  

Section 10 Clause 1:

Federalism and 
Separation of Powers

5 AOC: Each State has one  
vote regardless of size

Representatives of the House shall be 
apportioned among the several states 
according to their respective numbers

Art. 1 Sec. 2 & Art. 1 Sec 3 Federalism

6 AOC: Provided for no 
Executive Branch

Creation of the executive branch Article 2 Separation of Powers

7 AOC: Provided for  
no Judicial Branch

Creation of the judicial branch
Article 3 & Article 3 

Section 1
Separation of Powers

8 3/5 Compromise

Numbers (for representation) shall 
be determined by adding to the  
whole number of free persons... 
three-fifths of all other persons  

(not free!)

Article 1 Section 2  
Clause 3

Federalism

9 Competing interests  
of Federal versus States

Congress & States must amend  
the Constitution; Powers not  

granted to the federal government  
are given to states; Constitution &  

laws of the US shall be supreme

Article V  
10th Amendment, Article 

VI Supremacy Clause

Federalism, Limited 
Government

10 Powers not Granted to the 
Federal Government

The Bill of Rights protects citizens  
FROM the government; powers  

not granted to the federal government 
are granted to the states

Bill of Rights, 10th 
Amendment

Federalism, Limited 
Government

11 Need to Balance  
Power between Branches

Creation of the three branches  
with specific powers to check  

and balance each other
 Articles 1, 2, and 3 Checks & Balances, 

Limited Government
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The More Active Classroom

COMPREHENSIVE POST ASSESSMENT COVERING REVISED 2015 STANDARDS OF LEARNING

Approx. Time: One half of a 90 minute block or one 45 minute block

The Walking Ed: Review for The Fight For Our New Constitution

Print out the seven images and place them around the room or out in the hall. Give students the handout The Walking 
Ed: Review for The Fight for Our New Constitution and allow them to walk around to study each image. Using a list 
of topics covered in this unit, they will need to figure out what the connection is between the image and the topic. 
There are some very direct connections (The Federalist Papers and the Federalists) and some indirect connections (the 
Culpeper Minute Men flag and the Anti-Federalists) so encourage them to use their notes. Students will have to think 
outside of the box on a few and may pick more than one topic, as long as they explain their connection. However, 
there is a teacher key which can be used as an initial guide for answers.  

Struggling Leaners: Students should work in pairs or small groups and discuss each image and possible connections. 
Pointing out key words or images might be helpful as well.

Advanced Learners: Reward students who can make the most connections with extra credit, homework passes, or 
candy. Students could possibly make connections that are not usually seen!

Image Resources

 ❙ The Federalist Papers https://goo.gl/EC3cJW

 ❙ Culpeper Minute Men Flag https://goo.gl/v2GuJm

 ❙ Virginia Dollar https://goo.gl/FMRPE1

 ❙ New Hampshire Dollar https://goo.gl/3mTm7F

 ❙ Religions in America Chart https://goo.gl/wo8SnQ

 ❙ Virginia Declaration of Rights https://goo.gl/UXeNoE 

 ❙ 1790 Slave Population Chart https://goo.gl/6ZcLBi

 ❙ Checks and Balances Cartoon https://goo.gl/MT5N2h
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The Walking Ed: Review for The Fight For Our New Constitution
Now that you are familiar with America’s struggle to create a government as a new country, let’s see if you can apply 
what you know by going on an educational walk! You will visit seven different images on your walk and, as you do, you 
will determine which image is connected to which topic listed below. Write the topic next to the image with which it is 
connected. Once you have figured out the connection, write an explanation as to why you think it is connected. Some 
images may be connected to more than one topic!

Topics: The Articles of Confederation, Federalists, Anti-Federalists, the Virginia Statute for Religious 
Freedom, and the Virginia Declaration of Rights, 3/5th Compromise, Separation of Powers, Checks & Balances

Name               Date    
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Why             
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Why             
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Why             
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The Walking Ed: Review for The Fight For Our New Constitution
Now that you are familiar with America’s struggle to create a government as a new country, let’s see if you can apply 
what you know by going on an educational walk! You will visit seven different images on your walk and, as you do, you 
will determine which image is connected to which topic listed below. Write the topic next to the image with which it is 
connected. Once you have figured out the connection, write an explanation as to why you think it is connected. Some 
images may be connected to more than one topic!

Topics: The Articles of Confederation, Federalists, Anti-Federalists, the Virginia Statute for Religious 
Freedom, and the Virginia Declaration of Rights, 3/5th Compromise, Separation of Powers, Checks & Balances

Name               Date    
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Topic(s):  Federalists

Why? The Federalist paper, “collection of essays in favor of the new 
constitution,” “by a citizen of New York” (Hamilton)

Topic(s): Anti-Federalists, Articles of Confederation, Virginia Declaration of Rights

Why? Against strong government, favors more individual liberty and 
rights

Topic(s): Articles of Confederation

Why? No common currency--individual states printed their own money
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Topic(s): Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom

Why? Many religions in America, no state-sponsored church

Topic(s): The Virginia Declaration of Rights, Anti-Federalists

Why? “Williamsburg-A declaration of rights,” listing of natural rights men 
are guaranteed

Topic(s): 3/5th Compromise, Virginia Declaration of Rights

Why? Why? Southern states had greater slave populations which would 
give them more representation in Congress, slaves denied natural 
rights in Virginia Declaration of Rights

Topic(s): Separation of Powers, Checks & Balances

Why? Three branches, executive “cutting off” other two branches
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State
Total Population 

(1790)
Slave Population

Connecticut 237,655 2,648 1%

Delaware 59,096 8,887 15%

Georgia 82,548 29,264 35%

Maryland 319 ,728 103,036 32%

Massachusetts 378,556 0 0%

New Hampshire 141,899 157 0.1%

New Jersey 184,139 11,423 6%

New York 340,241 21,193 6%

North Carolina 395 ,005 100,783 26%

Pennsylvania 433,611 3,707 0.8%

Rhode Island 69,112 958 1%

South Carolina 247 ,073 104,094 42%

Virginia 747 ,550 292 ,627 39%
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Virginia Declaration of Rights - June 12, 1776
Virginia’s Declaration of Rights was drawn upon by Thomas Jefferson for the opening paragraphs of the Declaration 
of Independence. It was widely copied by the other colonies and became the basis of the Bill of Rights. Written by 
George Mason, it was adopted by the Virginia Constitutional Convention on June 12, 1776.
             

A DECLARATION OF RIGHTS made by the representatives of the good people of Virginia, assembled in full and free 
convention which rights do pertain to them and their posterity, as the basis and foundation of government . 

Section 8. That in all capital or criminal prosecutions a man has a right to demand the cause and nature of his accu-
sation, to be confronted with the accusers and witnesses, to call for evidence in his favor, and to a speedy trial by an 
impartial jury of twelve men of his vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be found guilty; nor can he 
be compelled to give evidence against himself; that no man be deprived of his liberty except by the law of the land or 
the judgment of his peers. 

Section 9. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punish-
ments inflicted. 

Section 10. That general warrants, whereby an officer or messenger may be commanded to search suspected places 
without evidence of a fact committed, or to seize any person or persons not named, or whose offense is not particu-
larly described and supported by evidence, are grievous and oppressive and ought not to be granted. 

Section 11. That in controversies respecting property, and in suits between man and man, the ancient trial by jury is 
preferable to any other and ought to be held sacred.

 Section 12. That the freedom of the press is one of the great bulwarks of liberty, and can never be restrained but by 
despotic governments. 

Section 13. That a well-regulated militia, composed of the body of the people, trained to arms, is the proper, natural, 
and safe defense of a free state; that standing armies, in time of peace, should be avoided as dangerous to liberty; and 
that in all cases the military should be under strict subordination to, and governed by, the civil power. 

Section 16. That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator, and the manner of discharging it, can be directed 
only by reason and conviction, not by force or violence; and therefore all men are equally entitled to the free exercise 
of religion, according to the dictates of conscience;

 ❙ Source: http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/virginia_declaration_of_rights.html

The Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom (Bill No. 82) Adopted in 1785
Excerpt: We the General Assembly of Virginia do enact that no man shall be compelled to frequent or support any 
religious worship, place, or ministry whatsoever, nor shall be enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened in his body 
or goods, nor shall otherwise suffer, on account of his religious opinions or belief; but that all men shall be free to pro-
fess, and by argument to maintain, their opinions in matters of religion, and that the same shall in no wise diminish, 
enlarge, or affect their civil capacities.

And though we well know that this Assembly, elected by the people for the ordinary purposes of legislation only, have 
no power to restrain the acts of succeeding Assemblies, constituted with powers equal to our own, and that therefore 
to declare this act irrevocable would be of no effect in law; yet we are free to declare, and do declare, that the rights 
hereby asserted are of the natural rights of mankind, and that if any act shall be hereafter passed to repeal the present 
or to narrow its operation, such act will be an infringement of natural right.

 ❙ Source: https://www.monticello.org/site/research-and-collections/virginia-statute-religious-freedom
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